The Fishing Trip

Harry and Mike are going fishing.
First, they walk to the pond early in the morning.
Harry carries two fishing poles, and Mike carries a box of bait.
At the pond, Harry sits on the dock.
Harry catches two fish, and Mike catches three fish!
Then, both boys let their fish go.

Read the questions. Circle or write the best answer.

1. Which character walks to the pond early in the morning?
   a) Harry     b) Mike     c) Both

2. This character sits on the dock.
   a) Harry     b) Mike     c) Both

3. He catches three fish.
   a) Harry     b) Mike     c) Both

4. He catches two fish.
   a) Harry     b) Mike     c) Both

5. This character lets his fish go.
   a) Harry     b) Mike     c) Both